
SPECIFIC AIMS 

Scientific research is most efficient when new hypotheses are based on the sum total of all human knowledge 
to date. Unfortunately, we as a research community do a relatively poor job of organizing existing biomedical 
knowledge. There are at least two key inefficiencies in our current system of knowledge management. First, 
our primary mechanism for communicating new findings continues to be unstructured, free-text publications. 
This corpus of documents is very difficult to utilize computationally (for example, to build tools to analyze and 
visualize relationships between biomedical entities), and therefore individual scientists are generally limited to 
the tiny proportion of knowledge contained in the papers they are personally able to read. Second, the 
landscape of biomedical knowledge is highly 
fragmented. This fragmentation of knowledge is 
observed in the > 1 million new research articles 
published every year, as well as among the hundreds 
of databases that aim to structure information in 
specific areas of biology. 

This proposal addresses both of these challenges, 
focusing on making all biomedical knowledge 
Findable, Reusable, Accessible, and Interoperable 
(FAIR). We will continue our work leveraging Wikidata, 
a centralized and structured knowledge base that is 
openly edited and maintained by the community. Our vision to make Wikidata the largest repository of open 
biomedical knowledge can be achieved through the following three aims (Figure 1): 

Aim #1: Build an ecosystem of tools that advances both the quantity and quality of biomedical data in 
Wikidata. Having accurate and complete information is essential to Wikidata’s continued growth as a trusted 
knowledge source. 

A) Enhance our data ingestion ecosystem for adding valuable sources of biomedical information to
Wikidata. This work will address the entire data pipeline from an informatics, software, and legal
perspective.

B) Create computable data models to ensure data quality and consistency. Based on Shape Expressions
(ShEx), these data models will support robust data validation and surveillance tools.

Aim #2: Create Wikidata-based tools to facilitate and incentivize third-party data contributions. These 
tools are specifically aimed at convincing biomedical resource owners to contribute to Wikidata. 

A) Extend our Wikidata Integrator (WDI) python library into a fully-featured database connector. WDI will
support data modeling and validation checks, as well as advanced logging and reporting functionality.

B) Generate automated reports of community contributions to relevant Wikidata items. These reports will
notify curators when additions or edits are made, effectively serving as a universal community curation
interface.

Aim #3: Solicit “deep and narrow” contributions from targeted communities of domain experts. In 
contrast to the broad and shallow focus of most database imports, this aim will target information from experts 
that is not currently captured in any structured format. 

A) Integrate our Wikidata-backed WikiGenomes application with the Apollo genome annotation tool. This
synergy will combine our complementary strengths of a powerful user interface and robust community
infrastructure.

B) Generalize the Chlambase application into a deployable Software Development Kit. This SDK will
enable organism-specific genome databases to be created with minimal resources and administration
effort.

C) Capture structured data from review article authors through our partnership with the journal GENE. This
existing partnership utilizes a dual publication model to incentivize expert contributions. 

Crossing all of these Specific Aims will be a Driving Biological Project focusing on infectious disease 
research. We will apply the tools and approaches developed in this proposal to build the knowledge 
management foundation for a project to detect pathogens from unbiased metagenomic sequence data. 

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the proposal’s aims.
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Figure 2. A case study using Wikidata to structure semi-
structured data. A) In 2009, a detailed study of transcriptional 
regulation in the pathogen Listeria monocytogenes was 
published [1]. That paper included the annotation of 517 
operons, but these data were only made available via a 
supplemental table printed across 9 pages of a PDF document. 
The FAIR principles are violated on multiple levels. The data are 
not Findable because they are not integrated into any repository 
with similar data; not Accessible due to the tedious effort 
required to extract the data table from the PDF headers and 
footers; not Interoperable because the table uses a mix of stable 
locus IDs and unstable gene symbols; and not Reusable 
because provenance is not provided in structured form. B) To 
improve the FAIRness of this data set, we loaded it into Wikidata. 
The data in original table can now be easily accessed by anyone 
via a SPARQL query (http://tinyurl.com/ydbnhjhr). Each record is 
unambiguously linked to Wikidata items for the operon and 
genes. C) The only discrepancies in the Wikidata output relative 
to the original table relate to the consistent use of locus tags. 

Overall Significance. Dealing with unstructured data in biology is one of the greatest information management 
challenge researchers currently face. The problem can be best demonstrated by example. In 2009, Toledo-
Arana et al. published a now widely cited paper on transcriptional regulation in Listeria monocytogenes [1]. 
Among their findings was a comprehensive characterization of the operon structure in this organism’s genome. 
One can imagine many secondary analyses based on these data including, for example, inference of metabolic 
pathways, or comparative analyses of transcriptional regulation. 
 
Unfortunately, the critical data table with these operon data was only published in the supplemental info, and 
then only embedded in a PDF file (Figure 2). When evaluating this paper through the lens of FAIR data 
principles [3], this paper does far more to inhibit reuse than facilitate it. So despite its scientific importance, this 
data set is likely being used far less widely and less efficiently than it could be. At best, many scientists are 
redundantly performing the same data discovery and data cleaning tasks over and over again. At worst, these 
data are not being reused simply because of the many obstacles to FAIRness.  

 
To bring this Listeria operon data set into the Open Data ecosystem, we loaded it into Wikidata, a sister project 
to the popular online encyclopedia, Wikipedia. Like Wikipedia, Wikidata empowers the community at large to 
collaboratively create and maintain an information resource. Whereas Wikipedia focuses on unstructured 
encyclopedia articles, Wikidata focuses on a knowledge base of structured content. By loading this data set 
into Wikidata, it can now be easily retrieved via the Wikidata API in a fully structured format and by anyone in 
the community. No one should have to extract this table from the PDF ever again. In short, this data set is now 
completely FAIR-compliant (Figure 2). 
 
This example is of course generalizable far beyond this single data set (we are currently processing another 
data set where operon membership is specified by alternating row colors in Excel), and even beyond just 
structured data tables in publications. Wikidata is in principle able to represent biomedical knowledge at 
massive breadth as well as fine-grained granularity. Wikidata can fundamentally change how we communicate, 
disseminate, and integrate scientific knowledge. Of course, in an ideal world, the publishing industry would 
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innovate to empower/require authors to provide structured data as a core part of each publication. But this 
prospect seems exceedingly unlikely in the foreseeable future, and in the meantime, Wikidata offers a 
compelling solution in which anyone (authors, informaticians, curators, domain experts) can properly structure 
a data set once and then easily share the output of their effort with the entire scientific community. 

The discussion above describes the significance of Wikidata as a FAIR repository for biomedical knowledge in 
general. The significance of this proposal’s Aims in particular lies in addressing the primary concerns of three 
target communities of scientists. Specifically, Aim 1 addresses the needs of data consumers, who need a solid 
foundation of content in terms of both quantity and quality. Aim 2 appeals to data contributors by lowering 
technical barriers and increasing positive incentives. Aim 3 facilitates contributions from domain experts 
through focused web interfaces and initiatives. 

In summary, science is most efficient when new hypotheses are based on the entirety of knowledge known to 
date. However, the current state of fragmentation and inaccessibility of biomedical information is greatly 
impeding the efficiency of scientific research. The scientific premise of this proposal is that building a FAIR 
repository for biomedical knowledge will improve the efficiency of research, and that Wikidata will be a valuable 
tool to engage the community in achieving this goal. 

Innovation. The common theme of this grant has always revolved around the use of crowdsourcing for 
biomedical knowledge management. While knowledge management continues to be dominated by centralized 
efforts in biocuration and database creation, there is growing appreciation that crowdsourcing can be a 
complementary approach to these traditional methods. We and others have investigated and demonstrated the 
use of community platforms that enable researchers to collaboratively make biomedical knowledge more FAIR. 

In addition to this emphasis on crowdsourcing, our effort was relatively unique in its focus on using existing 
community platforms, rather than creating a new crowdsourcing site de novo. This grant initially focused on the 
use of Wikipedia as a crowdsourcing platform, but that emphasis has shifted completely in this proposal to 
Wikidata. Wikidata currently has items for over 27 million items, and has received over 500 million edits since 
its inception in 2012.  

Relative to the traditional approach of creating new resources from scratch, our use of Wikidata has several 
important advantages. Specifically: 

 The Wikimedia Foundation has a proven track record of serving massive resources with high reliability
and performance,

 The platform requires no additional resources or effort from us to maintain the infrastructure,
 The scope is essentially boundless, which enables greater opportunities for data integration that cross

traditional boundaries, 
 Both Wikipedia and Wikidata have an existing critical mass of users and contributors.

Finally, the Wikidata platform itself is also unique and innovative in several important ways. First, it is one of 
the first graphical user interfaces for read/write access to the Semantic Web, which is potentially as 
transformative as user-friendly publication tools (e.g., blogging platforms, YouTube) were for the World Wide 
Web. Second, Wikidata improves data science reproducibility by making structured qualifiers and references 
part of the core data model, meaning provenance is easily computable. Third, Wikidata adopted an explicit 
CC0 “Public Domain” license, which means that downstream uses are completely unencumbered by licensing 
issues (which have arisen as significant roadblocks to science in the past [4]). Finally, Wikidata shifts the 
burden of aligning data models in data integration efforts from the consumer (repetitively done by each end 
user) to the contributor, thereby greatly simplifying downstream data reuse. For all these reasons, we are 
excited to build upon the Wikidata platform, and Wikidata is similarly excited to develop biomedical use cases 
within their framework (see Letter of Support from Lydia Pintscher). 

In summary, we believe that innovation is a core strength of this proposal based on the high-level emphasis on 
crowdsourcing, on the use of existing community platforms, and specifically on our use of Wikidata. 
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Progress report. The prior project period of this grant extends from July 2014 to April 2018. That proposal 
contained four aims. Three of those prior aims are directly relevant to the current Aims in this proposal, and the 
relevant progress from the previous project period is interleaved in the Aims below. The prior aim that does not 
directly relate to an Aim in this proposal described our effort to apply citizen science to challenges in 
biocuration. Specifically, we sought to test whether volunteers with no specialized training could (and would) 
perform biomedical entity recognition at an accuracy comparable to professional biocurators. We first tested 
this hypothesis using Amazon Mechanical Turk, a paid microtask marketplace. We showed that while a single 
volunteer did not perform as well as a single professional, the consensus vote of six volunteers was roughly 
equivalent to an expert biocurator on a disease recognition task [5]. We then created a citizen science 
application called Mark2Cure and repeated this experiment with unpaid volunteers with qualitatively equivalent 
results [6]. Together, these results demonstrated that citizen scientists are both capable of and willing to 
perform biocuration tasks with a high degree of accuracy. While we consider Mark2Cure to be a successful, 
ongoing project with over 1000 volunteers, we have decided that it is out of scope of the current proposal. 

Aim #1: Build an ecosystem of tools that advances both the quantity and quality of biomedical data in 
Wikidata. Having accurate and complete information is essential to Wikidata’s continued growth as a trusted 
knowledge source. 

Progress report / preliminary data. We featured Wikidata prominently in our last funded proposal, and its 
importance (and our enthusiasm) grew substantially over the course of the project period. The basic data 
model for Wikidata can be distilled into a statement 
describing a relationship (subject, property, value) with 
qualifiers and references (Figure 3). We previously 
proposed to create Wikidata items for key biomedical 
entities – genes, proteins, drugs, and diseases – and load 
key annotations for and relationships between those items. 
(Separately, we also proposed to load a substantial amount 
of microbial genomics data, which is described more in 
Aim 3.) This work involved data modeling discussions with 
the Wikidata community (including lengthy discussion and 
detailed patterns for recording provenance and evidence 
[7]), creating “bots” to load data sets, and automating 
synchronization with the source databases [8].  

These proposed data loading aims from the last project 
period are now substantially complete. We have 
systematically imported data from a wide range or 
resources, including NCBI Gene [9], Ensembl [10], UniProt 
[11], InterPro [12], Disease Ontology [13], GWAS Catalog 
[14], ChEMBL [15], NDF-RT [16] and PubChem [17]. 
Collectively, these bots have created or edited well over 
one million Wikidata items on biomedical entities. Although 
these bots are being regularly and automatically run in our production environment, they are also undergoing 
continual refinement to improve the fidelity of the data models, to provide more detail in evidence and 
provenance, and to account for corner cases. 

What we did not anticipate, and what we were pleasantly surprised by, was the emergence of other related 
data providers who also wanted to be included within Wikidata. Some of those data resources chose to work in 
varying degrees of coordination with our team (e.g., WikiPathways [18], Reactome [19], CIVIC [20], ECO [21]), 
while other initiatives were executed completely independently of us (e.g., chemical toxicity data from the CDC, 
bibliographic data for scientific literature). The result of our collective efforts is a rich network of biomedical 
knowledge (a portion of which is summarized in Figure 4). 

Wikidata provides a powerful query interface based on the SPARQL query language, which enables rich, 
integrative queries over this knowledge base. For example, a relatively simple query over the Wikidata network 
can retrieve “drugs for cancers that target genes related to cell proliferation and that physically interact with  

Figure 3. The basic structure of a Wikidata statement. At 
its core, a Wikidata statement is composed of a triple 
comprised of a subject, a predicate (or “property”), and an 
object (or “value). In the above example, the elements of the 
triple are FOXP3, “molecular function”, and “sequence-
specific DNA binding”, respectively. Statements can also 
optionally have references (which are designed to capture 
provenance of the assertion) and/or qualifiers (that capture, 
for example, the determination method or biological context 
in which the assertion is valid).. Importantly, all the entities 
shown above are assigned unique identifiers (e.g., FOXP3 = 
Q426188, molecular function = P680, sequence-specific 
DNA binding = Q14818107). 
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gene products known to be genetically associated to a disease”, or “all organisms that are located in the 
female urogenital tract and that have a gene involved in indole metabolism”. More complex queries based on 
references and evidence can be filtered based on specific determination methods, evidence codes, disputed 
claims, or bibliographic data. Finally, federated queries can dynamically combine data from other SPARQL 
endpoints (e.g., UniProt, WikiPathways) to incorporate data that may not be appropriate for loading to 
Wikidata. (The specific SPARQL queries for these examples and others are available in [22].) 
 
Significance. The significance of this proposal is exemplified by the SPARQL queries described (and linked) 
above. Based on the data that we and others have seeded, Wikidata is already a unique and powerful 
resource for answering biomedical questions. As Wikidata continues to grow, the results of these queries will 
continue to improve in terms of both precision and recall. 
 
However, the significance of this aim specifically lies in ensuring that the foundation of biomedical data in 
Wikidata is robust, both in terms of quantity and quality. If data consumers do not have a high degree of 
confidence in this foundation, all the technical and architectural advantages of the Wikidata platform will be of 
no practical value. Therefore, this aim proposes two mechanisms to ensure that Wikidata has a firm foundation 
of biomedical knowledge – by directly adding commonly-used data resources of strategic importance, and by 
creating rigorous data models that ensure data quality and consistency. 
 

Figure 4. A class-level diagram depicting the core biomedical knowledge network in Wikidata. Every box represents one entity 
type, which is noted in the box header with the number of Wikidata items of that class. The attributes listed in the box are Wikidata 
properties (and property counts) for each entity type. Properties that link to other Wikidata items are depicted as edges in the graph. 
The core entity types that were loaded by our team loaded during the previous project period are shown in orange. Data for human 
genetic variants and biological pathways are being loaded by other research groups, but in coordination with our team and using our 
Python library (purple boxes). A team from NIOSH has loaded data on chemical hazards and environmental exposures, and a separate 
team of researchers is loading bibliographic data for the scientific literature (green boxes).  A larger version of this figure can be viewed 
at https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/User:ProteinBoxBot.  
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A) Enhance our data ingestion ecosystem for adding valuable sources of biomedical information to Wikidata. 
This work will address the entire data pipeline from an informatics, software, and legal perspective. 
 
This subaim will involve at least three specific components. First, we will load the Medical Subject Headings 
(MeSH) resource that was created by the National Library of Medicine (NLM) [23] into Wikidata. MeSH was 
created over 50 years ago as a “hierarchically-organized terminology for indexing and cataloging of biomedical 
information,” and it is one of the most widely used vocabularies across the landscape of biomedical resources 
[24]. Although MeSH itself is not an ontology, it nevertheless is a key vocabulary to which many ontologies are 
mapped, and therefore serves a foundational role in biomedical information management. As one metric of its 
centrality, among the 566 resources indexed in BioPortal [25], MeSH has the third highest number of mappings 
to other biomedical vocabularies (666,954), and easily the highest number among resources with an open 
license.  
 
Here, we will create a Wikidata bot that will both perform an initial loading of MeSH and keep Wikidata in sync 
with the source data files. However, even more challenging than writing the bot itself will be ensuring that any 
existing entries are reliably detected (so that duplicate Wikidata items are not created). Given the nature of the 
MeSH records (many concepts that are likely to already have Wikidata items) and the number of records 
(27,921 Class 1 Descriptors and 241,851 Supplementary Chemical Records), it is likely that significant overlap 
will already exist. Nevertheless, string matching alone is not reliable. This challenge is similar to what we faced 
in loading the Disease Ontology [13] into Wikidata (albeit on a much smaller scale), so we will employ similar 
strategies. Specifically, in addition to string matching, we will develop concept matching heuristics based on 
secondary identifiers, as well as Wikidata’s subclass relationships. Any uncertain or ambiguous cases will be 
flagged for manual inspection. Initially, manual review will be handled by our team, but if the numbers are too 
large then we will employ other crowd-based curation methods like the Wikidata Game [26, 27]. 
 
The second component of this subaim will be to build a generic importer for resources in the Open Biomedical 
Ontologies (OBO) Foundry [28, 29]. The goal of the OBO Foundry is to develop a suite of biomedical 
ontologies that adhere to a common set of principles, and collectively they cover a broad cross section of 
biological domain areas. Like for MeSH, systematically loading these ontologies into Wikidata would provide a 
solid foundation for biomedical knowledge management. Our generalized importer for OBO Foundry ontologies 
will be based on our current bot that loaded and maintains the Disease Ontology (DO) in Wikidata. Since DO 
is a part of the OBO Foundry, much of the technical infrastructure for data modeling, duplication checking, and 
manual review will be reused. In addition, we will provide a written SOP to guide ontology developers through 
the entire Wikidata loading process. 
 
However, there is one formidable challenge with importing ontologies from the OBO Foundry – data licensing. 
There are currently 154 non-obsolete ontologies listed in the OBO Foundry [28]. Of these, only 81 provide an 
explicit data license, and only five are licensed under a CC0 Public Domain license (and hence would be 
eligible for inclusion in Wikidata). Nevertheless there are two reasons why we are pursuing an OBO Foundry 
importer as part of this subaim. First, a robust discussion is ongoing (led in part by our team) within the 
bioinformatics community on the subject of data licensing [30-32]. So we believe that the 73 ontologies that 
currently lack licenses eventually be compelled to explicitly choose a license (in compliance with the Foundry’s 
stated principles [33]). Second, we believe that momentum toward CC0 licensing for data resources is growing 
relative to CC-BY (by far the most popular license chosen in the OBO Foundry). This shift is largely based on 
the relatively recent realization that the scientific community already has a strong tradition of citation and 
attribution, and legally requiring attribution merely puts up legal roadblocks to reuse [34, 35]. Just within the 
past year, several groups have converted from CC-BY to CC0 based at least in part on these discussions, 
including Disease Ontology [13], Evidence and Conclusion Ontology [21], Symptom Ontology [36], Pathogen 
Transmission Ontology [37], CIViC [20], WikiPathways [38], and the Cancer Genome Interpreter [39], and 
several others are currently contemplating the same migration [40, 41].  
 
In light of this data licensing issue and recent trends, the third component of this subaim is to continue our CC0 
advocacy among data resource providers. The examples of conversions to CC0 mentioned in the previous 
paragraph demonstrate that personal engagement works, and that the argument for CC0 is often chosen when 
the pros and cons are actually laid out for consideration. Since the principle of open data has always been at 
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the core of this Gene Wiki project, we believe that advocacy efforts within the community to promote CC0 for 
data licensing are well within the scope of this aim and of this proposal. 
 
We believe that the three components in this subaim are complementary and synergistic. In the event that we 
encountered any unexpected obstacles in any one of these components, we believe that the Aim will still be 
successfully accomplished by focusing on the remaining two components. 
 
B) Create computable data models to ensure data quality and consistency. Based on Shape Expressions 
(ShEx), these data models will support robust data validation and surveillance tools. 
 
Relatively early in our Wikidata effort, we discovered that while community editing has many advantages, we 
also needed mechanisms to detect well-intentioned but incorrect edits. For example, we created separate 
Wikidata items for each gene and the protein(s) it encodes. This semantic precision between genes and 
proteins was an important part of our early data modeling efforts. However, we found that other editors would 
sometimes merge the gene and protein items based on their similar names, not realizing the importance of that 
distinction. Those actions resulted in semantically incorrect statements of genes having protein domains, and 
proteins having genomic coordinates.  
 
We discovered that the Semantic Web community was 
also focused on this challenge of expressing and 
validating data models. In particular, Shape Expressions 
(ShEx) had emerged as a formal means of expressing 
data models as graph structures. The ShEx standard is 
being developed within the W3C community [42]. 
 
Here, we propose to create an entire library of ShEx 
models for the biomedical entity types within Wikidata. 
These would include (but not be limited to), models for 
genes, proteins, diseases, drugs, genetic variants, and 
pathways. These models would assert, for example, that 
one item cannot be a subclass of both a gene and a 
protein, and that a gene can have multiple Gene Ontology 
annotations but only one linked NCBI Gene ID. ShEx 
models will also allow us to formally define the evidence 
and reference model that is currently only expressed in 
free text [7]. A simple version of a ShEx model for a 
human gene is shown in Figure 5, and a more complete 
model can be found at [2]. 
 
We will maintain this library of ShEx data models in a 
public Github repository so that anyone in the community 
can use them and propose changes. (We also believe that 
these models will help new users and tool developers 
become familiar with the biomedical data in Wikidata.) 
Based on these ShEx models, we will maintain a 
continually running script that validates Wikidata items 
against the relevant ShEx models. Any Wikidata items that 
fail to validate would be flagged for manual inspection and/or notification of a relevant data maintainer (see 
also Aim 2B). 
 
We are confident that the ShEx specification is well-suited to our aim, and that we will have the support of the 
ShEx community in defining our models and adapting to our requirements (see Letter of Support from Eric 
Prud’hommeaux). However, if unexpected and unsurmountable obstacles arise, we will investigate alternative 
systems for authoring and validating data models, including SHACL [43] and the built-in Wikidata constraint 
checking system. Once the models are defined in any language, translating the expressions to another syntax 
will be straightforward. 

Figure 5. A simple ShEx model for validating human 
gene items in Wikidata. For example, this model declares 
that valid items have only one HGNC symbol, have one or 
more subclass relationships to an enumerated list of gene 
types, have any number of linked proteins that it encodes, 
and NOT be a subclass of a protein or have a UniProt ID 
(either of which would indicate an erroneous merging of 
Wikidata items). A more complete ShEX model for human 
genes can be found at [2]. 
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Aim #2: Create Wikidata-based tools to facilitate and incentivize third-party data contributions. These 
tools are specifically aimed at enabling biomedical resource owners to easily contribute to Wikidata. 
 
Progress report / preliminary data. During the previous funding period, we made significant progress on the 
technical infrastructure to read from and write to Wikidata. These developments were initially developed in the 
context of our Wikidata “bot”, which was implemented in Python and served as our interface to the Wikidata 
API. Although the Wikidata API offers basic functions for creating and editing items and statements, our bot 
needed to perform many higher level functions. First, and most notably, we implemented detailed logic for item 
normalization to determine whether a record to be added could be mapped to an existing Wikidata item, 
whether a new item should be created, or whether a record needed manual review. (Incorrect resolution of an 
existing item or unnecessary creation of new items are both extremely problematic for data integration.) 
Second, we also added to our bot an efficient “fast run” mode that intelligently computed incremental edits, 
rather than completely writing the entire record on every update (increasing efficiency by over 10-fold). We also 
implemented many additional features related to authentication, logging, error handling, and scheduling. 
 
Because we realized that this technical infrastructure would be generally useful for any bot performing massive 
database loading or editing (whether those bots were written by our team or other bot developers), we 
abstracted these features into a python library that we called WikiDataIntegrator (WDI) [44]. Now, WDI greatly 
simplifies the creation of bots to load new data sources. WDI has enabled new members of our team to quickly 
become productive bot developers. In addition, at least six additional external bot developers use WDI as the 
foundation of their code. (For example, see Letters of Support from Dragan Espenschied, James Hare, 
Alex Pico, and Obi and Malachi Griffith). 
 
Significance. Our team was the first to perform systematic loading of biomedical data in Wikidata. Since then, 
the biomedical Wikidata community has grown, largely based on our team’s direct collaborations and 
relationships. However, for Wikidata to succeed long-term, it cannot be based on our team’s direct 
contributions and partnerships. Therefore, our effort to create a comprehensive knowledge base within 
Wikidata must also include activities that will stimulate adoption by the broader community. This aim is divided 
into two components: to decrease the technical barriers to data contribution, and to increase the positive 
incentives for data providers. If successful, we believe this effort will be of great interest to data contributors 
(see Letters of Support from Alex Pico, and Obi and Malachi Griffith) and significantly increase the rate, 
scale, and scope of biomedical data contributions to Wikidata. 
 
A) Extend our Wikidata Integrator (WDI) python library into a fully-featured database connector. WDI will 
support data modeling and validation checks, as well as advanced logging and reporting functionality. 
 
This subaim will focus on continued development of the WDI library to make it technically easy for data owners 
to quickly contribute data. In its current state, WDI simplifies the process of data loading relative to directly 
accessing the Wikidata API, and this subaim will further streamline that process. In addition to various software 
engineering improvements (like implementing multi-threading and batch processing capabilities), we will focus 
on implementing two key functionalities. 
 
First, WDI will be extended to perform data validation based on any ShEx model, including the ones created in 
Aim 1C. When complete, WDI will be able to validate each record to be added or updated to confirm that the 
result will still conform to the model. Any edits that produce invalid records relative to the ShEx data model will 
throw an exception and not be written to Wikidata. This data validation step is analogous to validation relative 
to a table schema in a traditional relational database. This functionality will provide developers an additional 
level of confidence that loading of a data set is proceeding as intended, and avoiding the messy process of 
cleaning up erroneous edits after the fact. 
 
Second, we will improve the logging and reporting features within WDI. Because we are utilizing an open 
community resource, we believe that it is important that our bots maintain full transparency in our operation. 
That means having easy traceability to the last time each bot task was run, seeing the success/failure status of 
each run, and the ability to examine any exceptions identified in the loading process. We have implemented a 
rudimentary logging system that outputs the raw bot logs to the bot’s user page [45]. This system will be 
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improved to include more user friendly views of the logs, including summary statistics. We will also create 
better capabilities for flagging records that need human review (for example, for records that fail ShEx 
validation). In many cases, volunteers from the Wikidata community are willing and able to resolve these edge 
cases, thereby reducing or eliminating the manual effort required by data providers. 
 
We believe that these two steps will significantly decrease the technical friction for becoming a Wikidata data 
contributor, and that they will be welcomed by both bot developers and the broader Wikidata community. 
However, in the event that other roadblocks or issues are identified that prevent wider adoption of WDI (for 
example, through our Github issue tracker), then we would reprioritize our activities as appropriate to 
successfully achieve the broader Aim. 
 
B) Generate automated reports of community contributions to relevant Wikidata items. These reports will notify 
curators when additions or edits are made, effectively serving as a universal community curation interface. 
 
As both the complexity and the volume of curation tasks is rapidly increasing, many biocuration organizations 
have explored the use of community curation as a complement to professional curation [46-48], and still other 
efforts are based entirely on community curation [38, 49, 50]. However, building a community curation platform 
and stimulating community momentum are significant challenges. Here, we explore the potential of Wikidata to 
serve as a universal and extensible platform for community curation. The core of this platform will be an 
automated reporting system that will actively notify data owners of edits and additions to relevant Wikidata 
items. For example, WikiPathways and Reactome curators may want to be notified of edits to Wikidata 
Pathway items, and CIVIC curators would receive notification of edits on human genetic variants. This report 
will also include any data modeling issues that were identified using the relevant ShEx models created in Aim 
1C. Database owners might then choose one of several options: reverting the edit if it is deemed to be 
incorrect, approving the edit for official inclusion in the database if it is correct, or approving a modified version 
of the edit based on refinement or improvement of the community contribution. 
 
In addition to the technical benefit of using our reporting system, basing a community curation platform on 
Wikidata also has substantial benefits in terms of community building. Wikidata is already a large a growing 
community of volunteers, all of whom are interested in efficient and structured data management. The Wikidata 
community includes a diverse membership, and different groups already have efficient mechanisms for 
contributing to Wikidata. For example, individual domain experts can contribute individual edits using the web 
interface. Information scientists can perform bulk edits and imports of other structured data sources. And tool 
developers can create custom interfaces that utilize the Wikidata API and target specific user communities 
(e.g., WikiGenomes/Chlambase, described in Aim 3).  
 
Finally, we are also in early talks with the Wikimedia Foundation to compute usage metrics for each item and 
statement within Wikidata based on the SPARQL query logs. When/if these plans materialize, these usage 
metrics will also be included in the data provider report, which in turn can be used by the data providers as 
evidence of community adoption in their own funding proposals. 
 
Aim #3: Solicit “deep and narrow” contributions from targeted communities of domain experts. In 
contrast to the broad and shallow focus of most database imports, this aim will target information from experts 
that is not currently captured in any structured format. 
 
Progress report / preliminary data. In the previous project period, one aim specifically addressed the 
information management challenges faced by the “Long Tail” of sequenced genomes. As the rate of genome 
sequencing increases, the number of organisms for which no model organism database exists will continue to 
increase. For these communities, we proposed to create a centralized and editable genome portal based on 
Wikidata. The result of that effort is WikiGenomes.org [51]. We loaded into Wikidata genome annotations for 
the 120 NCBI reference genomes [52] and the 394k genes contained therein. (New organisms can be easily 
added through our existing pipeline based on an NCBI Taxonomy ID.) WikiGenomes provides a web interface 
to query and browse those data, and also to contribute new annotations through a simple graphical user 
interface, which are then also written to Wikidata and available to other users. WikiGenomes is a fully hosted 
system – accessing and editing annotation data requires no computational expertise or infrastructure. 
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In a related initiative, we also created Chlambase.org, a fork 
of WikiGenomes that is tailored to the Chlamydia research 
community. Chlambase was created to serve a more 
focused research community than the general-purpose 
scope of WikiGenomes. Chlambase tests a complementary 
model in which communities can assume some of the 
computational burden in exchange for the flexibility to 
customize a portal for their researchers’ specific needs. For 
example, Chlambase allows users to view (and add) 
annotations of available mutant lines [53], strain-specific 
orthologs, and developmental gene expression [54] (Figure 
6). 
 
Significance. Structured data and knowledge that have been 
captured in databases are unquestionably valuable. Loading 
these data sets directly (Aim 1) or facilitating their loading by 
data providers (Aim 2) will play a critical role in growing 
Wikidata into a comprehensive biomedical knowledge base. 
However, few would argue that this is a complete solution. 
Except for a few pockets of focused, deep curation, there is 
still a huge amount of biomedical knowledge that is not yet 
captured in any structured database and hence cannot be 
loaded into Wikidata.  
 
This Aim tests the hypothesis that the best source of deep 
and focused knowledge is individual domain experts. 
Intuitively we know this, since we seek out those experts to 
give seminars and write review articles as means to educate 
the community. However, we currently do not have efficient 
interfaces for these experts to contribute to structured 
biocuration efforts, nor do we have effective incentives to 
motivate participation. This Aim addresses both of these 
issues. 
 
The vision behind Aims 3A and 3B is to attract expert 
contributors by providing them more efficient access to 
information than through any other tool that is currently 
available. WikiGenomes and Chlambase fill an information 
access need that is currently not being served, and are 
designed to appeal to a user’s selfish interests in wanting to 
do research more efficiently. WikiGenomes and Chlambase 
then follow Wikipedia’s model by pairing a useful tool with a 
very low barrier to contribution. Even if only a small 
percentage of visitors make a contribution, this structure sets 
up a positive feedback loop between increasing usage, 
increasing contributions, and increasing utility. 
 
(NOTE: For clarity, preliminary data and significance related 
to Aim 3C is presented in that subaim below.) 
 
A) Integrate our Wikidata-backed WikiGenomes application with the Apollo genome annotation tool. This 
synergy will combine our complementary strengths of a powerful user interface and robust community 
infrastructure. 
 
JBrowse is a popular, open-source, web-based genome browser [55], and Apollo is a JBrowse plugin that 
empowers instantaneous and collaborative annotation of genomic features [56]. Both projects are mature 

Figure 6. The Chlambase.org portal for the Chlamydia 
research community. This interface was designed in 
close collaboration with Chlamydia researchers. The goal 
is to provide domain experts with an integrated gene 
report that is not available at any other online resource, 
including Chlamydia-specific data on genetic mutants and 
gene expression timing. Importantly, Chlambase facilitates 
both read and write access. All data, including the 
genome annotation data for JBrowse, are retrieved 
directly from Wikidata via the SPARQL interface. 
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initiatives with enthusiastic user communities. Importantly, they both already are widely used in the expert 
communities that this Aim seeks to harness. 
 
Typical JBrowse and Apollo installations rely on creating and maintaining a local database. During the previous 
project period, we together modified the JBrowse data access layer to be able to also read from the Wikidata 
API [51]. This work was a core component of our WikiGenomes initiative, in which we embedded JBrowse in 
our web portal as a generic interface to browse genome annotations in Wikidata (currently the 120 NCBI 
reference genomes). We paired the read-only JBrowse application for 
genome annotations (e.g., gene boundaries) with a simple read-write 
interface for gene annotations (e.g., Gene Ontology annotations, loss 
of function mutants, operons) [51]. (In the context of our Driving 
Biological Project, we will also enable annotation of the organisms 
themselves.) 
 
In the next project period, we will work on extending this work to a full 
read-write application for both genome and gene annotations in a more 
complete integration of JBrowse, Apollo, and WikiGenomes (Figure 7). 
We will do this by also modifying the data access layer of Apollo to 
optionally write to Wikidata instead of a local database. WikiGenomes 
will then continue to serve as a wrapper application, providing a unified 
interface to access annotations for any organism that has been loaded 
to Wikidata. We believe that the focus of each project is highly 
complementary, and that the combined strengths will result in a 
powerful tool for genomics research and community curation (see 
Letters of Support from Suzanna Lewis and Ian Holmes). 
 
B) Generalize the Chlambase application into a deployable Software Development Kit. This SDK will enable 
organism-specific genome databases to be created with minimal resources and administration effort. 
 
Relative to WikiGenomes, our Chlambase application is targeted at deeper engagement and richer 
annotations, but tailored to a smaller and more focused user community. In this subaim, we will generalize the 
Chlambase website into a deployable software development kit (SDK). Success will be minimally defined by 
two criteria. First, a new focused genome portal must be easy to deploy. For example, we currently plan to 
base our SDK on a Docker container, which will greatly simplify the 
deployment process. We will also abstract all of the configurable 
elements of the application into a single configuration file. Second, 
the base application must be extensible via a simple plugin system. 
Initial examples of these plugins will be based on the Chlamydia-
specific extensions (for mutant lines, strain-specific orthologs, and 
developmental gene expression) that we already added to 
Chlambase, though the system will be generic enough to allow 
many other types of annotations as well (e.g., properties of the 
organism itself, relevant literature notifications). Importantly, this 
plugin system will also allow the creation of hybrid instances that 
combine data in Wikidata with local databases (e.g., less-public 
data, or data not suitable for Wikidata). (See Letter of Support 
from Kevin Hybiske.) 
 
From a data science and crowdsourcing perspective, we are 
interested in empirically testing which model produces more 
community annotation – a single generic interface (WikiGenomes) 
or many focused portals (like Chlambase). However, from a 
bioinformatics infrastructure perspective, it is likely that both models 
(and variations of them) will be useful depending on the specific 
community (Figure 8). 
 

Figure 8. Options for model organism 
database configuration. Upon completion of 
Aim 3B, organism-specific communities will have 
three options based on the JBrowse / Apollo / 
Wikidata stack. If users would like the 
responsibility for maintaining a web server and a 
database (and the customizability that it enables), 
then the typical JBrowse / Apollo installation with 
local computer resources is the best option. If 
users want to assume no responsibility for 
maintaining any infrastructure, then the best 
option is to use our centrally hosted 
wikigenomes.org instance for both viewing and 
editing annotations. And users who want to be 
able to customize their interface (and possibly 
also their data sources) can do so with the 
WikiGenomes SDK as a starting point for their 
application. 

Figure 7. Schematic overview of the 
WikiGenomes / JBrowse / Apollo mashup.  
In the prior project period, we created a read-
write interface between WikiGenomes (and 
Chlambase) and Wikidata for gene 
annotations.  We also created a read-only 
interface between JBrowse and Wikidata.  In 
Aim 3A, we will complete the final connector 
by refactoring Apollo to write genome 
annotation edits to Wikidata (dotted arrow).  
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We do not anticipate any technical issues with implementing the next phases of WikiGenomes and the 
Chlambase SDK. However, while we believe our interface designs are good and historically have been 
successful, it is certainly possible that these interfaces still do not substantially stimulate expert community 
annotations. In this event, we will divert some of our developer effort to perform a more detailed user-centered 
design process, starting with scientists in the Chlamydia research community. 
 
C) Capture structured data from review article authors through our partnership with the journal GENE. This 
existing partnership utilizes a dual publication model to incentivize expert contributions. 
 
Progress report / preliminary data. During the previous review period, we initiated the Gene Wiki Reviews 
series of invited review articles. In partnership with the journal GENE, we invited experts on individual genes or 
gene families to write a review article under a dual publication model. One article was peer-reviewed and 
published via the normal GENE editorial process, and the second was written in the form of a gene-specific 
Wikipedia article. This approach allowed us to align incentives by pairing contribution to Wikipedia with a 
traditional metric of academic credit [57]. To date, GENE has published 68 Gene Wiki Review articles and 
made significant edits to the corresponding 92 gene-specific Wikipedia pages [58]. 
 
Significance. While Aims 3A and 3B focus on motivating community contribution by creating useful tools and 
lowering the barrier to editing, this subaim appeals to a different 
motivation. Here, we pair community curation with traditional metrics 
of academic credit. During the previous project period, we have seen 
how the dual publication model of the Gene Wiki Reviews series 
resulted in substantial community participation. Although the overall 
number of articles is relatively modest, each article is of high quality 
and covers the subject matter with considerable depth. This subaim 
will leverage the same invited reviews model and focus that effort 
toward aggregating structured biomedical knowledge.  
 
Approach. Here, we will extend the Gene Wiki Reviews series of 
invited review articles (see Letter of Support from Andre van 
Wijnen). Currently, there are two requirements for authors to 
participate in this initiative: an article for peer-review and publication 
via GENE, and an expanded article for Wikipedia. We will add a third 
requirement for authors to contribute a structured data table that 
describes key biomedical relationships. We will standardize a 
template that specifically targets the most common relationship types 
that Gene Wiki Reviews authors write about – associations between 
genes and diseases, variants and diseases, gene products and drugs, and genes and pathways. 
 
For each relationship, we will require the author to provide enough information to create a corresponding 
Wikidata statement. Minimally, each entity will be described by a database type (e.g., UniProt, NCBI Gene) 
and database identifier for both the subject and the object, a relationship type that will be drawn from the list of 
Wikidata properties, and the PMID of a reference supporting the relationship (Figure 9). Initially, performing 
quality control on the data table may be a semi-manual process to ensure accuracy and fidelity with respect to 
the authors’ intent. Once the data table is properly structured, our bot team will load it into Wikidata, which will 
trigger a second round of quality control checks based on the relevant ShEx models (Aim 1C). 
 
Based on our experience with the existing Gene Wiki Reviews series, we believe that invited authors will be 
willing and able to provide the structured data table requested. However, if user feedback says otherwise, or if 
we see a substantial decline in participation in the Gene Wiki Reviews series, then we will divert some 
resources to create user-friendly tools and interfaces for data entry. In particular, we believe the metadata 
authoring tools from the CEDAR center may also be useful for this task [59]. 
 
We fully acknowledge that the data tables we receive will not be exhaustive. Nevertheless, we believe that they 
will represent positive progress toward our goal of getting high quality contributions directly from domain 
experts, and if successful, this subaim will serve as a generalizable model for an expanded initiative. 

Figure 9. Data fields to be collected in the 
structured data template for the Gene Wiki 
Reviews series. Determination method will be 
an optional field, and we will provide a list of 
possible values for each relationship type. 
Subject Name and Object Name will be 
populated automatically using the 
corresponding identifiers, and their inclusion in 
the data table will be for sanity checking by the 
authors. 
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Driving Biological Project: Wikidata as a knowledge base for unbiased pathogen detection. Focusing on 
this use case in infectious disease research will ensure that our Aims remain rooted in efforts to solve real-
world biomedical problems. 
 
Unexplained acute febrile illnesses (UAFIs) account for millions of visits to hospitals and clinics every month, 
and the majority of these diseases (30-40% of overall cases) are believed to be caused by infections [60]. The 
typical diagnostic strategy involves targeted testing of only suspected pathogens, and sequentially testing for 
other pathogens if the initial results are negative. Unfortunately, the lack of definitive and timely diagnosis can 
lead to costly hospital stays and even result in deadly outcomes (for example, [61]). Moreover, it can also 
result in delays in the public health response in the critical early stages of infectious disease outbreaks, such 
as the severe delays in detecting Ebola virus during the 2013-2016 epidemic [62, 63], and Zika virus during the 
ongoing epidemic [64-66].  
 
As the cost and assay times of genomic sequencing continues to fall, the potential of unbiased metagenomic 
sequencing for infectious disease diagnosis becomes increasingly feasible [67]. We are partnering with the 
Andersen Lab at TSRI, who is developing exactly such a method (see Letter of Support from Kristian 
Andersen). While metagenomic sequencing data from blood will be the primary mechanism for detecting the 
presence of potential pathogens, additional factors will also play an important role in differentiating causative 
from non-causative infections. Those other factors may include associated diagnostic clues (e.g., pattern of 
organ involvement, lab test results) and phenotypes (e.g., chills, weight loss, vasculitis) [68], or the prevalence 
of the disease and/or vector in the geographic region in which the case originated.  
 
In this DBP, we will explore the use of Wikidata to organize and integrate all the knowledge relevant to 
infectious disease pathogens. The tools and approaches of each aim will be adapted to the goal of developing 
a knowledge base that supports a method for unbiased pathogen detection. Such a knowledge base will also 
be useful studies of genetic epidemiology [62, 66] and phylogeographic analyses [69]. 
 
In the context of Aim 1, we will load into Wikidata several key data sets and vocabularies that are essential to 
unbiased pathogen detection and minimally covering the NIAID Priority Pathogen list [70]. Specifically, we will 
load historical outbreak data for viral and bacterial pathogens that was previously curated in the GeMInA 
database [71] and the gazetteer ontology of geographic locations [72] (both led or co-led by Co-PI Schriml), as 
well as relevant data from the NIAID Bioinformatics Resource Centers [73]. The result of this effort will be the 
most comprehensive knowledge base of infectious disease relationships, including disease-pathogen, disease-
phenotype, disease-drug, pathogen-vector, disease-prevalence, and vector-prevalence links. 
 
In the context of Aim 2, the automated reports of Wikidata edits relevant to infectious disease items and 
relationships will be the model on which our generalized reporting framework will be based. This feedback is 
especially important to this DBP because while the GeMInA database has defined a useful schema for 
modeling outbreaks, the database itself has not been updated since 2010. There will be a significant “catch up” 
period in which many additions will be made by community members, and this reporting mechanism will be the 
primary mechanism by which new edits get reviewed by other domain experts and curators. 
 
In the context of Aim 3, we will populate WikiGenomes with all NIAID pathogens to facilitate community 
curation by domain experts. We will also extend the WikiGenomes interface to enable annotation of not just 
genes and genomic elements, but also of the organism itself and its relevance to disease (using the data 
models and ontologies described for Aim 1). Based on our collective expertise running hackathons and 
annotation jamborees, we will also run conference-based events modeled after past successful examples [74]. 
 
Summary. This proposal focuses on the challenge of making data more Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, 
and Reusable (FAIR). Biomedical research is continually accelerating in terms of its ability to produce new data 
and new knowledge, and FAIRness ensures that they have maximal impact on the speed and efficiency of 
scientific research. We believe that Wikidata is an ideal platform to advance FAIR principles, and that this 
proposal offers a robust mechanism to harness Wikidata to advance biomedical discovery. 
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